
RSIC 2018 Bring Your Difference– Lower Canada College, Montreal  
 

  The entire trip and conference experience is an endurance test which requires
resilience and a certain amount of courage to push yourself out of your

comfort zone, engage with others and discuss some challenging themes. 
 

The conference theme was ‘Bring Your Difference” and guest speakers
covered all areas of diversity. The students have heard from Wade Davies a

National Geographic photographer who has lived with indigenous communities
around the world; Amal Elsana Alh’jooj who described the challenges and

struggles facing her as a female who desired an education and equality with
her brothers within their Beduoin community and Lisa Dazols a campaigner for

the LGBT community.  After each speaker is heard in an auditorium the
students are split into smaller ‘baraza’ groups and are encouraged to discuss

the issues raised by the speaker. 
 

In addition to the formal programme of educational and inspirational speakers
the students have also had 2 days in the Canadian wilderness camp in Orford
National Park where they have had the opportunity to canoe and hone their
wilderness survival and lumberjack skills amongst a myriad of other team

building games. They have also completed a RS Discovery Dash around Old
Montreal and been hosted by some fantastic families who took them to the

cinema, out for dinner and to the ice hockey. 
 

By pupil numbers Rockport is the smallest school within the nearly 200 Round
Square community however the consistently high standard of representation

and involvement that our students have provided this year and also in previous
years has resulted in the smallest school achieving not only global

membership but also worldwide recognition within the organisation. 
 

In March 2019 Rockport School will celebrate this by hosting approximately 30
schools for a global conference experience for pupils aged 13 – 15 years.  A
number of pupils from Year 9 upwards will have the opportunity to apply to

assist at this event. 
 
 


